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However, even if this account is correct, Mill does not show that people should be concerned with general
happiness instead of their own. Mill says that the reader must decide for himself if this account is plausible.
Why is Mill so concerned about showing that his theory allows for ultimate sanctions? Thus, since
utilitarianism is an argument for utility as a first principle, it cannot be proven in the traditional sense. Mill
simply assumes this idea, because he believes that morality must be impartial between all people. The
evaluation of competing forms of happiness according to Mill. Mill believes that moral theory must not only
resonate with our moral intuitions, but should also be compatible with analysis within the framework of our
other fundamental sentiments. If you want to improve your writing skills, you may visit an academic center in
your town and take a few lessons there. This single measurement is particularly significant in the area of
public policy, where we need real measurements of how people are benefiting or suffering from various policy
measures. He tells her that if she kills one of those people, he will let the other four go free. However, one
could argue that by aggregating happiness, utilitarianism diminishes the individual. Mill would argue that the
individual does receive sufficient protection--that to say that rights exist outside of the context of utility is
nonsense. Mill sees the moral mandates from which the principles of justice largely emanate as stemming
from considerations of utility. There are plenty of freelance academic writers and academic writing agencies
on the Internet that will provide you with high-quality plagiarism free essays. They should provide you with
useful advice that will make your task somewhat easier. If you disagree with Mill, explain why. Beyond the
question of whether experiences should be ranked according to their happiness quotients, there also arises the
question of how to measure happiness at all. Mill argues that virtue, initially a means for effected general
happiness, can become an end unto itself by people deriving happiness from the very concept. Mill believes
that any two sources of happiness should be qualitatively evaluated by ascertaining the general consensus from
people who have experienced both pleasures intellectual and base as to which is preferable. For example, one
could argue that having a single standard inappropriately devalues certain kinds of pleasure. Mill argues that
individual rights do exist. Hire this paper writing service - they write papers from scratch. The concern, then,
is that individual rights are left to the contingencies of a calculation.


